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Future all-electric warships with an integrated power system (IPS) are capable of
unlocking large amounts of power dedicated to propulsion and redirecting this power for
service loads, weapon loads, and other loads. The IPS for all-electric ships combines the
power generation system, electric propulsion system, power distribution system, and
power control and management system all together. The move to IPS design will
significantly improve efficiency, effectiveness, and survivability.
To meet the needs of the US Navy, enhancing survivability by reducing
susceptibility to damage, a IPS prefers decentralized reconfiguration system is preferred
for IPS instead of traditional reconfiguration techniques used for terrestrial power grids.
A multi-agent system (MAS) is a loosely coupled network composed of several agents.
These agents interact with their environments and communicate with each other to solve
problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each single agent.

Because of its decentralized feature and lack of a global control feature, MAS appears to
be the best candidate for IPS reconfiguration.
This research work proposes a new model of an IPS, based on the Naval Combat
Survivability, DC Distribution Test-bed (NCS DCDT). The new model combines the
electric power generation system, electric propulsion system, and AC-DC zonal
distribution system. To decrease the probability of distribution zones losing power, the
new model modifies original design of the zonal distribution system in NCS DCDT.
Another main endeavor of this research work is to design a MAS for
reconfiguration of an IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system. The MAS consists of
three sub-MAS, named power generation MAS, propulsion MAS, and distribution MAS,
and includes forty-one different agents which are instances of nineteen different abstract
agent classes. The MAS is implemented with JAVA/JADE software and simulated on a
platform of JADE 3.4.1 and JAVA jdk 1.5.0_08. Simulation results show that the MAS
can execute reconfiguration functions such as fault area isolation, automatic switching,
and load shedding.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces ship propulsion history, ship mechanical and electrical
propulsion system, integrated power system (IPS), agent and multi-agent system (MAS),
and reconfiguration of an IPS. It presents the objectives and contributions of this
dissertation.

1.1

Ship Propulsion History and Ships with Mechanical Propulsion Systems
Early small and medium ships relied on paddles and/or sails to produce

propulsion thrust. Paddles and sails are actually two kinds of power converters by which
the manpower and wind power are changed to mechanical power for ship propulsion. As
ships grew dramatically both in size and displacement, the power produced through sails
and paddles no longer provided enough energy for more powerful propulsion systems.
With the invention and development of external combustion engines, such as
steam engines and later, internal combustion engines, traditional commercial and military
ships employed a mechanical propulsion system that uses gas turbines as the prime
mover. A steam engine is an external combustion heat engine that makes use of the
thermal energy that exists in steam, converting it to mechanical work. An advantage of
the steam engine is its ability to convert heat from almost any source into mechanical
work without changes in steam engine configuration [1]. The internal combustion engine
1

(ICE) is a heat engine that includes a combustion chamber. A fuel mixes and burns with
an oxidizer in the combustion chamber to create gases of high temperature and pressure.
The expansion of the gases can perform useful work by moving pistons. Contrasting with
external combustion engines such as steam engines, the ICE performs useful work when
expanding hot gases directly cause movement. Compared with external combustion
engines, the advantages of the ICE are its high power-to-weight ratio and excellent fuel
energy density. Jet aircraft, helicopters, and large ships, which require very high power,
usually utilize ICEs as gas turbines [2].
A typical ship mechanical propulsion system includes a gas turbine, a shaft with a
gear box, and a propeller. From the control engineer’s point of view, the mechanical
system also includes the ship dynamics, a shaft speed controller-governor, a propellor
pitch controller, and a main controller. The main controller will coordinate behaviors of
the governor and the propellor pitch controller, as well as control ship speed and optimize
efficiency. Figure 1.1 [3] illustrates this mechanical propulsion ship system.

Figure 1.1

Diagram of Ship Mechanical Propulsion System [3]
2

Here nref and Tref are the shaft speed reference and propeller pitch reference,
respectively. n and T are the shaft speed and propeller pitch, respectively. Y is the fuel
index and Va is the water speed. T1 and T2 are turbine torque and propeller torque,
respectively. F, Fext, and V are propeller thrust, external force, and ship speed,
respectively.

1.2

Ships with Electric Propulsion Systems
During the cycle of ship design and construction, the first and the most important

step for ship designers is to design a propulsion system according to customer’s demand
for the ship. The mechanical propulsion systems are so large and heavy that ship
designers have to design and construct the rest of the ship around it rather than create a
tailored mechanical propulsion system for the ship [4]. Sizes and locations of machines in
mechanical propulsion systems reduce the space available for cargo and passengers and
limit efficient loading and unloading. The considerable length of the shaft in mechanical
propulsion systems makes efficient space use challenging. All of these factors limit ship
design flexibility to incorporate designs that would meet other needs, such as optimally
allocating cargo space, cabin space, and the shape of propulsion units around the needs of
the marketplace [4]. On the other hand, in electric propulsion systems, the turbine speed
becomes fully decoupled from the propeller speed, making it possible to optimize the
turbine speed with regard to fuel efficiency. No direct link, such as shaft and gearbox,
occurs between the prime mover and the propeller in an electric propulsion system, which
provides ship designers with more design flexibility [5]. Higher power-to-weight ratio of
3

electric machines in an electric propulsion system reduces ship internal space and can
accommodate more cargo and passengers for commercial ships and more weapons and
personnel for warships. Figure 1.2 shows a structural comparison between electric and
mechanical propulsion [6]. Compared with mechanical propulsion systems, electric
propulsion systems improve fuel efficiency, provide flexible design, and reduce internal
volume. Electric propulsion systems are widely used in large commercial ships and
especially warships that demand a high level of maneuverability or travel often at a slow
speed. In these circumstances the variable-speed characteristics of the electric motor and
the optimum-efficiency constant speed of diesel engines driving alternators can be used
to their best advantage.

Figure1.2

1.3

Electrical vs. Mechanical Propulsion [6]

All-Electric Ships and IPS—Characteristics and Architecture
Current large warships such as aircraft carriers demand more and more propulsion

power in a way that modern techniques for power generation and ship configuration
almost reach a bottleneck. At the same time, growth continues in the need for electric
4

power for hotel loads, pulsed weapons, and high power sensors. In current warships and
combat vehicles the electric propulsion system separates from ship electric power
systems for service loads and weapon loads. The large amounts of power locked in the
mechanical propulsion system are not available for other uses and are wasted when ships
are in a battle situation and do not need to escape with high speed. Future all-electric
warships with an integrated power system (IPS) are capable of unlocking the large
amounts of power dedicated to propulsion and redirecting this power for service loads,
weapon loads, and other loads. The IPS for all-electric ships combines power generation
system, electric propulsion system, power distribution system, auxiliary power system for
pulsed weapons, and power control and management system all together. The move to
IPS design will “significantly improve efficiency, effectiveness, and survivability while
simultaneously increasing design flexibility, reducing costs, and enhancing Sailors’ and
Marines’ quality of service” [7]
According to John Prousalidis and Dharshana Muthumuni [8], the characteristics
of an IPS can be summarized as following:
x

Hybrid power system—the IPS comprises both AC and DC subsystems of
various operation voltages and frequencies.

x

Large power system—the IPS for a modern container ship can be in the range
of 80-100MW.

x

Non-linear loads with non-conventional behavior—many power electronics
elements and circuits, induction motors, and pulsed weapons account for this.

x

Sensitivity to power quality and EMI problems—extensive use of power
electronics, distribution systems with DG, and DC distribution system
provokes power quality problems such as power instability, harmonic
distortion, voltage dips, and switching electromagnetic transients.
5

Different architectures of IPS for future all-electric ships are in consideration.
These architectures can be classified as two categories: IPS with AC distribution system
and IPS with AC-DC distribution system. IPS with AC distribution system uses either
radial distribution system or ring distribution system. However, IPS with AC-DC
distribution system uses only DC zonal distribution system.
For the IPS designers of future all-electric ships, the first and the most important
step is to determine a proper IPS architecture after comparing advantages and
disadvantages of different IPS candidates and determining the appropriate trade-offs. The
next step is to develop an entire IPS system mathematical model so that the designers can
simulate the IPS system in both off-line and real-time modes, analyze power stability of
the IPS, and perform IPS protection and reconfiguration simulations.

1.4

Reconfiguration of IPS
Current warships participate in a variety of situations, such as full speed fleeting,

constant speed cruising, maneuvering, and loitering. The IPS must switch working modes
according to different situations in which the vital loads indicated by their load priorities
will change. For instance, during battle circumstances, the vital load in a warship may be
the pulsed weapon load, so it must have the highest priority. When the warship begins to
escape with full speed, the vital load will change to propulsion load. Thus, during the
warship mission transition, the IPS needs to reconfigure the whole power system by
changing the power system topology through the opening or closing of switches,
sectionalizers and/or circuit breakers. Apart from the mission transition, faults are another
reason for IPS reconfiguration. For the IPS of all-electric warships, the faults may happen
6

due to material casualty of individual equipment (generator, load, cable, and power
electronics building block (PEBB)) or widespread damage due to battle with hostile
warships [8]. To meet the needs of the US Navy, enhancing survivability by reducing
susceptibility to damage, the IPS should use a new reconfiguration strategy rather than
traditional reconfiguration techniques used for terrestrial power grids. The power
protection and reconfiguration system includes four basic strategies, fault detection, fault
isolation, reconfiguration/restoration, and fault removal. The new reconfiguration
strategy should be decentralized so that the failure of one or two components in the
protection and reconfiguration system will not cause the failure of the whole system. The
new reconfiguration strategy should be capable of reconfiguring the IPS automatically,
rather than manually, to increase electric ship survivability. Also, the new reconfiguration
strategy should be able to handle faults occurring in both AC and DC
generation/distribution systems. The new reconfiguration technology covers all parts of
the shipboard power system (SPS), running from fueling to power generation, to power
distribution, to power storage, to electrical motors delivering mechanical energy, and to
propelling devices, and is a new challenge for warship designers.

1.5

Multi-agent system (MAS) and agent-based reconfiguration
The term agent has been used by many people to mean many different things. In

the field of artificial intelligence, an intelligent agent can be defined as an entity that is
capable of perceiving changes of its environment and taking different actions according
to different environmental changes. Here the term “intelligent” means ability of the entity
to interact with its environment in human being’s manner, and take measures
7

automatically [9]. A multi-agent system is a loosely coupled network composed of
several agents, or problem solvers. These agents interact with their environments and
communicate with each other to solve whole problems that are beyond the individual
capabilities or knowledge of each problem solver [10]. Each agent can pursue its own
goal (local optimum), as well as share a common goal (global optimum) with others.
According to Katia Cycara [10], the characteristics of a MAS include (1) each agent has a
limited viewpoint into the whole system; (2) control of the whole system is distributed
and no system global control exists; (3) data are decentralized; and (4) each agent is
running asynchronously.
Because of its decentralized feature and automatic control, MAS appears to be the
best candidate for IPS reconfiguration to increase warship survivability. In the present
time, some researchers are working on agent-based reconfiguration for shipboard power
systems [11-18]. These SPS are all pure AC power system; the topology of these SPSs
includes radial topology, ring topology, and mesh topology. The US Navy prefers IPS
with AC-DC zonal distribution system, as discussed in Chapter IV. Agent-based
reconfiguration for IPS with AC-DC distribution system is a new challenge for allelectric ship researchers and is also a valuable topic.

1.6

Problem Statement and Outline
Based on the discussion above on ship mechanical propulsion system, ship

electric propulsion system, IPS architecture and characteristics, and MAS and agentbased reconfiguration for IPS, this dissertation will focus on:

8

x

Analysis and design of an IPS, which includes electric power generation
subsystem, electric propulsion subsystem, AC-DC zonal distribution
subsystem, and power control and management.

x

MAS-based reconfiguration of an IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system.
The MAS consists of three subsystems. The first MAS subsystem is for the
electric propulsion subsystem, and includes the motor/load agent, inverter
agent, rectifier agent, transformer agent, and bus agent. The second MAS
subsystem is for the electric power generation subsystem, and includes the
main generator agent, auxiliary generator agent, and common bus agent. The
third MAS subsystem is for the AC-DC zonal distribution system, and
includes the distribution transformer agent, power supply agent, Port Bus
agent, Starboard Bus agent, SSCM (Ship Service Converter Module) agents,
and other agents for three zonal branches. The MAS system is implemented
and simulated using the JAVA/JADE platform.

x

Test case design and demonstration of MAS-based reconfiguration for IPS
with AC-DC zonal distribution system. Different test cases are designed to
test load/component cut-off, zonal branches cut-off, propulsion subsystem
auto-switch, SSCM auto-switch, and load shedding. Software will be
developed with JAVA to illustrate the original architecture of the IPS before
reconfiguration and final architecture of the IPS after reconfiguration.

The outline of this dissertation is as follows:
Chapter I introduced background on a ship propulsion system, shipboard power
system and integrated power system, and multi-agent system, and MAS-based
reconfiguration for shipboard power system. Chapter II reviews the literature of research
on ship propulsion systems including both mechanical and electric propulsion systems;
SPS and IPS; MAS applications, and agent-based reconfiguration for SPS. Chapter III
summarizes preliminary works on SPS/IPS modeling and MAS-based reconfiguration of
SPS/IPS, especially research work that has been done by electric ship research effort of
the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at Mississippi State University.
Chapter IV presents analysis and design of an IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system,
encompassing part contribution of this dissertation. Chapters V, VI and VII discuss
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design and implementation of three sub-MAS, propulsion MAS, distribution MAS, and
generation MAS, respectively. These three chapters encompass the main part and
contribution of the dissertation. Chapter VIII designs a test case to simulate the whole
MAS for reconfiguration of an IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system. Chapter IX
gives conclusions of the dissertation and future research directions related to the
dissertation topic.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides a literature survey in the research area of reconfiguration of
IPS for all-electric ships. The survey includes three parts, architecture, modeling, and
simulation of IPS; MAS applications in power systems; and agent-based reconfiguration
for IPS. Following the literature survey is a summary of the dissertation
work/contributions, which extends research activities currently carried out in these
previous works.

2.1

Architecture, Modeling and Simulation of IPS
The IPS for an all-electric ship combines the power generation system, electric

propulsion system, power distribution system with distributed generators (DG), auxiliary
power system, and power control and management system all together. Future all-electric
warships with IPS not only are able to redirect the large amounts of power dedicated to
propulsion and release this power for service and pulsed weapon loads, but also
significantly improve efficiency, effectiveness, and survivability. According to different
distribution system topologies, the IPS can be classified into three categories, i.e., IPS
with AC radial distribution system, IPS with AC ring distribution system, and IPS with
AC-DC zonal distribution system. R. Jayabalan and B. Fahimi [19] define the IPS with
radial AC distribution system as an architecture in which multiple independent
11

distribution lines run from the source to various service loads. K.L.Butler and N.D.R.
Sarma [20] illustrated this radial topology in their paper. This topology can optimize cost,
but reduces the survivability of the shipboard power system because a relatively large
target exposed to battle damage and multiple service loads are susceptible to at least two
single point failures—loss of power source and failure along distribution path. An
alternative to IPS with radial distribution system is IPS with AC ring distribution system
in which a single source matches multiple services with a single common distribution
bus. This topology increases system vulnerability due to single point failure. An IPS with
both radial and ring distribution systems needs redundant power sources and buses to
improve system survivability. To increase survivability with less than 100% redundancy,
an IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system has been recommended due to its increased
accessibility to sources and loads and its more customized feature to support DC and
60/400 Hz AC, and has undergone additional research by many researchers including
R.Jayabalan and B. Fahimi[19], S.D. Sudhoff et al. [21], A. Quroua, L. Domaschk, and
J.H. Beno[22], and S.D. Pekarek et al.[23].
Modeling and simulation are important tools to examine system performance
prior to experimentation and prototyping. Currently many researchers are working on
modeling and simulation of IPS. A.Ouroua, L.Domaschk, and J.H.Beno[22] developed a
model of the notional DDX power system architecture with MATLAB/SIMULINK and
ACSL. This model includes an AC-DC mixed zonal distribution system, which is
different from the Naval Combat Survivability (NCS) DC Distribution Testbed (DCDT).
Also this model does not consider distributed generation. S.D.Pekarek et al. [23]
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described the NCS Generation and Propulsion Testbed (GPT) and NCS DCDT and
provided simulation results based on ACSL. However, they modeled each component
with a nonlinear average value model. Terry Ericsen, Narain Hingorani, and Yuri
Khersonsky [24] presented a VTB schematic model of advanced marine electrical power
system. But they do not provide any information on the VTB simulation in their paper.
J.Langston, S.Suryanarayanan, M.Steurer, M.Andrus, S.Woodruff, and P.F.Ribeiro [25]
modeled and simulated a notional IPS using a Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS).
Their paper focuses on experiences with the implementation of the IPS model other than
simulation results. And their model of IPS is not the same as a combination of NCS GPT
and NCS DCDT.
The Virtual Test Bed (VTB) package is a type of simulation software developed
by the research team at University of South Carolina. The objective of VTB is to provide
a modeling and simulation facility to all engineers who design complex, large-scale,
multi-technical dynamic systems, addressing issues of system stability, power quality,
reconfigurability, thermal management, control systems, and power system topology
[26]. VTB provides users with the ability to import structural models that describe the
physical properties of the system, and dynamic models from a variety of environments, to
connect finite element models with lumped-element dynamic models, and to create and
drive advanced visualizations from within the simulation environment [26]. The
complexity of the design problem for an all-electric ship makes the use of the simulation
driven design crucial to success. With its unique characteristics of multidiscipline,
distributed simulation, and simulations with hardware in the loop, VTB is a competitive
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candidate for modeling and simulation of IPS. It is possible to translate the IPS model
implemented using MATLAB/SIMULINK into a VTB model in the future.

2.2

MAS Application in Power Systems
An agent is “a software (or hardware) entity that is situated in an environment and

is able to automatically react to changes in the environment” [27]. An intelligent agent is
a kind of high-level agent with three key attributes—reactivity, pro-activeness, and social
ability. These three characteristics set intelligent agents apart from many existing
software and hardware systems [27]. A multi-agent system (MAS) is a co-operative
system in which more than one intelligent agent work together to achieve a total goal.
With agent technology, we are able to deal with systems that are dynamic and flexible in
real-time. MAS can be applied for modeling and implementation of dynamic and scalable
hardware/software systems. MAS applications in power systems include monitoring and
diagnostics [28] [29], distributed control and restoration [30], market modeling and
simulation [31] [32], and protection [33]-[37]. Applications currently being investigated
in the field of distributed control and restoration are power system restoration, active
distribution networks operation, micro-grid control, and control of shipboard electrical
systems [27].
Currently some researchers in the field of power system control and management
are working with architecture and design of MAS [38] [39]. Their main idea is to replace
the centralized power system control and management with an alternative—decentralized
MAS based control and management system. The same idea can also be applied for IPS,
as stated in the following section.
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2.3

Agent-Based Reconfiguration for IPS
To increase fight through and survivability of all-electric ships, the

reconfiguration for IPS favors a decentralized system over a centralized system. The
MAS is considered as an important candidate for reconfiguration of IPS by all-electric
ship researchers and designers.
K.L.Butler-Purry [11] presented a MAS based self-healing system for SPS. The
SPS consists of ring-structured switchboards with an AC radial distribution system. A
self-healing reconfiguration system has been developed for the AC radial distribution
system and consists of one preventive, one predictive, and two restorative methods. A
multi-agent system that implements the self-healing reconfiguration system has
hierarchical control architecture and consists of a supervised control and data acquisition
( SCADA ) agent, a geographic information system ( GIS ) agent, an on-line assessment
agent, and multiple event detection and failure identification agents. The self-healing
reconfiguration system is a centralized system because the system includes a GIS
database and historical data, and operating limits databases, although the MAS has a
decentralized structure.
Jignesh M. Solanki and Noel N. Schulz [12] [13] discussed MAS based
reconfiguration for IPS with an AC radial distribution system. The MAS was first
implemented with MATLAB as a platform. The IPS was modeled with VTB as a simple
radial distribution system. MATLAB-VTB co-simulation had been executed to
demonstrate fault detection, fault isolation, and power system restoration. Later
JAVA/JADE was used to replace MATLAB as the platform for the MAS
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implementation, overcoming drawbacks of MATLAB, such as single thread
programming, one-time data storage, and so on [13].
K.Huang, D.A. Cartes, and S.K. Srivastava [14][15][16] implemented MAS based
algorithms for reconfiguration of SPS that is either mesh-structured AC distribution or
ring-structured AC distribution. A recent research work by G. Morejon, S.K. Srivastava,
and D.A. Cartes [17] shows MAS based reconfiguration for SPS. The SPS is modeled as
radial AC distribution system with VTB and the MAS is implemented with JADE. The
SPS communicates with MAS through Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA).
From literature reviews of the three sections above, we can find that almost all
MAS based reconfigurations of IPS are based on the IPS model, which is modeled as
simple radial or ring distribution system and usually considers the generation system as
an ideal power source (voltage source or current source). In fact, the IPS favors AC-DC
zonal distribution system [19]. This kind of IPS model is incomplete or not accurate
enough to investigate dynamic behavior of real generation system (prime mover and
synchronous machine). Also the IPS model usually considers load as a constant and
ignores the ship-speed dynamics. In the real world the propeller thrust is balanced by
resistance from the hull, and external forces such as wind and waves [3]. Thus the load
will change with time and the generation system should be a closed loop system with
load feedback. On the other hand, all MAS based reconfigurations deal with faults
occurring at AC generation and distribution system. In fact AC-DC zonal distribution
system is more preferable than AC radial or ring distribution system for shipboard power
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systems, because it can increase reliability and survivability of warships with less than
100% redundancy. The MAS based reconfiguration for IPS should be able to deal with
faults that happen on the AC generation system, AC distribution system, or AC-DC zonal
distribution system.

2.4

Contributions of Proposed Work
Based on the literature review in above sections of this chapter, this dissertation

will contribute following issues:
x

Analysis and design of system level representation of an IPS — The IPS
model includes electric power generation system, electric propulsion system,
power distribution system, and power control and management system. The
power generation system and electric propulsion system are based on Naval
Combat Survivability Generation and Propulsion Testbed (NCS GPT) model.
The power distribution system is based on Naval Combat Survivability DC
Distribution Testbed (NCS DCDT). The power generation system will model
turbine as prime mover, synchronous machine as generator, and some PEBBs
as needed.

x

MAS design and implementation—When a fault occurs, the protection system
of the IPS will detect the fault and isolate the area including the fault without
considering power balance. Each intelligent agent can get fault information
from the protection system and exchange information with its neighbors.
Based on the local circuit parameters and information from neighbor agents,
the intelligent agents will reconfigure the topology of the IPS by
opening/closing circuit breakers associated with them to meet power balance.
The MAS is implemented with JADE and JAVA.

x

Test case design and simulation of MAS—Different test cases are designed
and the MAS is simulated to test the MAS capability of load/component cutoff, zonal branch cut-off, propulsion subsystem auto-switch, SSCM autoswitch, and load shedding. Software will be developed with JAVA/JADE to
illustrate the original architecture of the IPS before reconfiguration and final
architecture of the IPS after reconfiguration.
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2.5

Summary
This chapter introduces architecture, modeling, and simulation of IPS, discusses

MAS applications in power systems and agent-based reconfiguration for IPS, and
describes contributions of this research work. The next chapter will summarize previous
work on agent-based reconfiguration techniques at Mississippi State.
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CHAPTER III
PREVIOUS WORK AT MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

This research work is based on and extends the previous work Jignesh Solanki
accomplished at Mississippi State University [18]. It is necessary to introduce the
preliminary work here, which will help provide a clear understanding of the differences
between the preliminary work and proposed research work and the contributions of this
dissertation.

3.1

Modeling of Power Systems and Ship Power Systems
In the first phase of the preliminary work, a test system is modeled with the

combination of SIMULINK and VTB. This is a power system with two sources and three
loads including a PQ load, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The MAS is implemented using
SIMULINK and the power system is modeled using the VTB platform.
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Figure 3.1

Test System I in Phase I [18]

To overcome the drawbacks of MATLAB/SIMULINK software, such as singlethreaded programming and one-time data storage, the MAS is built with JAVA/JADE in
the second phase of the preliminary work. Also several power systems with DG (or
distribution networks) are modeled using VTB, with more focus on MAS-based
reconfiguration of distribution systems with DG. One-line diagrams of these distribution
networks are illustrated in Figure 3.2-3.6 [18].

Figure 3.2

Distribution Network I in Phase II [18]
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Figure 3.3

Distribution Network II in Phase II [18]

The distribution network I and II are two simple radial power systems without
DG.
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Figure 3.4

Distribution Network III in Phase II [18]

The distribution network III is also a radial power system with four generators on
one side and one common bus in the other side.

Figure 3.5

Distribution Network IV in Phase II [18]
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The distribution network in Figure 3.5 is a radial power system with DG.

Figure 3.6

Distribution Network V in Phase II [18]

The distribution network in Figure 3.6 is a modified ship power system for an
icebreaker. It is a radial power system with DGs.
As a summary, the distribution networks developed in phase II of the preliminary
work are all pure AC power systems with radial architecture, focusing on the impacts of
DG, load shedding, and islanding on the reconfiguration and restoration.

3.2

Multi-Agent Systems
In the first phase of the preliminary work, design of a MAS focuses on how to

detect faults in a radial power system and reconfigure the power system. A MAS consists
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of three types of agents: switch agents (SAs), substation breaker agents (SBAs), and tie
breaker agents (TBA). Each of SBAs and TBAs can sense the magnitudes of both voltage
and current downstream, while each of SAs can only measure the magnitude of
downstream current. When a fault happens, a switch agent will communicate with all its
downstream switch agents if it senses the fault current. If the next downstream switch
agents also detect the fault current, it can be derived that the fault is not located between
these switches. Otherwise the fault occurs between these switches. Based on the result of
fault detection, the SAs decide whether or not to lock the switches. The MAS is
implemented with MATLAB and embedded into a radial power system, which is built
with VTB.
In the second phase, additional different types of agents, such as generator agents
(GA) and load agents (LA), are designed and embedded into the MAS to reconfigure and
restore distribution networks with DG, load shedding, and islanding. The MAS is
developed in JADE and can perform peer-to-peer communication between agents in an
efficient way, besides overcoming the drawbacks of MAS in MATLAB.
As a summary, the MAS in the preliminary work is really a simple integrated
system that combines a power protection system and a power reconfiguration system
together. The MAS is designed specifically for simple radial AC power systems and
works in circumstances where DG exists, load shedding, and islanding.

3.3

Summary
As outlined above and detailed in [18], Jignesh Solanki’s work was the first MAS

research within the MSU power research laboratory. This work developed the
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fundamentals of MAS and demonstrated them on fairly simplistic AC test systems as a
proof of concept.
The work described in this dissertation extends that work with the following
enhancements:
x

The IPS is not a simple radial power system, but a combination of electric
generation system, electric propulsion system, and AC-DC zonal distribution
system.

x

The IPS is not a pure AC power system, but an AC-DC mixed power system.

x

The MAS implements faulted zone area isolation, propulsion subsystem autoswitching, SSCM auto-switching, and load shedding.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF AN IPS

As discussed in Chapter II, different architectures of IPS for future all-electric
ships are in consideration. These are AC radial distribution system, AC ring distribution
system, and AC-DC zonal distribution system. The first section of this chapter will
briefly introduce these three kinds of IPS and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
The second section will focus on analysis and design at the system level of an IPS with
an AC-DC zonal distribution system.

4.1

IPS with Different Distribution Architectures

4.1.1

An IPS with an AC Radial Distribution System
In an IPS with an AC radial distribution system, the power generation system

utilizes a ring architecture in which generators are connected through generator
switchboards in a ring configuration. In the AC radial distribution system, service loads
are connected to the sources through multiple independent distribution lines [19]. Figure
4.1 shows a typical IPS with an AC radial distribution system [20]. The radial distribution
architecture can optimize costs. However, because of multiple service loads being
susceptible to at least two single point failures – loss of power source and failure along
distribution path [19] , the radial AC distribution architecture is difficult to manage after
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battle damage and reduces the survivability of the shipboard power system.

Figure 4.1

4.1.2

An IPS with an AC Radial Distribution System [20]

An IPS with an AC Ring Distribution System
Another IPS architecture with AC distribution system is a ring distribution system

in which a single source connects multiple services with a single common distribution.
Although the ring distribution configuration can relieve two single point failures in radial
distribution systems, the common distribution bus increases system vulnerability due to
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single point failure [19]. Improving system survivability for IPS with AC distribution
systems requires the installation of another backup system with high redundancy of
generators, switchboards, power panels, and load centers. The need for a backup system
creates ship design difficulty and decreases cargo volume.

4.1.3 An IPS with an AC-DC Zonal Distribution System
To increase survivability with less than 100% redundancy and meet the Navy’s
demand, the IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system is preferred and designed in the
NCS DCDT (Naval Combat Survivability, DC Distribution Test-bed) program. In
addition, the IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system is more customized to support
DC and 60/400 Hz AC. The Navy has sponsored the development of the NCS DC DCDT
[19, 23]. Together with the Naval Combat Survivability (NCS) Generation and
Propulsion Testbed (GPT), the test beds form a reduced-scale integrated power system, as
illustrated in Figure 4.2 [23].
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Figure 4.2

An IPS Testbed with AC-DC Zonal Distribution System [23]

The NCS DCDT testbed had been originally housed at the University of MissouriRolla, and “operated at a power level that that facilitates performing high risk
experiments prior to implementation on full-scale ship hardware.” [23]. The NCS DCDT
testbed also had been designed to be easily transported and moved to Purdue University
now.
An IPS with an AC-DC distribution system uses zonal distribution architecture
rather than a ring or radial type to increase accessibility to sources and loads. A typical
IPS with a zonal AC-DC distribution system under designers’ consideration has two
parts, an AC part and a DC part. For the AC part, two main gas turbine generators and
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two auxiliary generators connect to a common bus (but only one main generator is active
at a time). The common bus can supply power to propulsion motors/pulsed weapons, as
well as service loads. The redundancy of main generators enables the SPS AC part to
handle reconfiguration due to faults or missions transients. Thus, the robustness and
survivability of naval electrical ships are increased. For the DC part, there are two power
supplies (PS1 and PS2), one feeding the port bus, and the other feeding the starboard bus
(only one connection is active at a time). There are three zones of DC distribution. Each
zone is fed by a converter module (CM) on the Port bus (CM1, CM2, or CM3) and a
converter module on the Starboard bus (CM4, CM5, or CM6) operating from one of the
two distribution busses. Diodes prevent a fault from one bus being fed by the opposite
bus. The converter modules feature a droop characteristic so that they share power. The
three loads consist of an inverter module (IM) that feeds an AC load bank (LB), a motor
controller (MC), and a generic constant power load (CPL) [19].

4.2

Design of an IPS with an AC-DC Zonal Distribution System
The IPS in this dissertation is designed to consist of an electric power generation

system, electrical propulsion system, and AC-DC zonal distribution system. Also the
whole IPS uses almost the same model as a combination of NCS GPT (Naval Combat
Survivability, Generation and Propulsion Test-bed) and NCS DCDT (Naval Combat
Survivability, DC Distribution Test-bed), except of two differences. The first difference
is that the NCS GPT and NCS DCDT are reduced-scale integrated power system [23] and
the IPS designed in this research tries to emulate the real power system as the same scale
as possible. The second difference is that the AC-DC zonal distribution system in this
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research utilizes a slightly different topology compared with the original distribution
system design in the NCS DCDT testbed, to increase shipboard power system
survivability.
The more realistic AC-DC zonal distribution system with some buses in three
zone areas designed in NCS DCDT test bed is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3

An AC-DC Zonal Distribution System

The AC-DC zonal distribution system includes two power supplies, two DC
distribution buses, and three zones. At any one time, only one power supply and its
distribution bus (for example, PS1 and Port Bus) are connected to the common bus.
When a fault happens in the power supply or its distribution bus (such as power supply
failure or distribution bus loss), another power supply and its distribution bus will pick up
the full system load without interruption in service. If a fault happens in one zone branch
(such as SSIM Bus-SSIM-LB Bus-LB branch in Zone 1), this zone branch will be cut off
from the distribution bus and lose power. If a fault happens in one of three ship service
converter modules (SSCM1, SSCM2, and SSCM3), say SSCM1, the PS1 will be cut off
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from the common bus and PS2 will connect to common bus, resulting in Zone 1 without
interruption in service. For a scenario such as another fault at SSCM5 or SSCM6
following a fault at SSCM1, one zone will lose power no matter which power supply
(PS1 or PS2) connects to the common bus, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Let six logic variables, A, B, C, D, E, and F, represent the working status of
SSCM1, SSCM2, SSCM3, SSCM4, SSCM5, and SSCM6, respectively. Let logic
variable H represents the working status of the power supplies PS1 and PS2. We can
define logic variable A as [40]
A

1
®
¯0

if SSCM1 is in normal condition

(4.1)

if SSCM1 is in fault condition

The definitions of B, C, D, E, and F are similar to A. Logic variable H can be defined as
H

1
®
¯0

if PS1 is in " switch  on"condition (PS 2 is in " switch  off "condition)
if PS 2 is in " switch  on"condition (PS1 is in " switch  off "condition)

(4.2)

Assume that in normal condition the PS1 is in “switch on” status, the PS1 will change to
“switch off” status whenever a fault happens in either SSCM1, or SSCM2, or SSCM3.
Thus the relationship between variable H and variables A, B, and C is [40]
H

ABC

and

__
H

______
ABC

__ __ __
A B C

(4.3)

For the scenario shown in Figure 3, “one zone lost power” can be described as
§ __ __ __ · __
¨ D E F ¸ H
©
¹

__ __

__ __

__ __

__ __

__ __

__ __

__ __

__ __

__ __

D A D B D C E A E B E C F A F B F C

Thus total nine different scenarios can cause one zone power loss.
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(4.4)

Figure 4.4

One Zone Loses Power for SSCM5 Fault Following SSCM1 Fault [40]

To increase the survivability of the distribution system, the two-direction switch
between the common bus and power supplies can be removed and three two-direction
switches can be installed between SSCM(1-3) and SSCM(4-6) Bus. The modified ACDC zonal distribution system is illustrated in Figure 4. 5
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Figure 4.5

Modified AC-DC Zonal Distribution System

With the new topology of the AC-DC zonal distribution system, “one zone lost
power” can be described as
§ __ __ __ · __
¨ D E  F ¸ H
©
¹

__ __ __ __ __ __
D A E B F C

(4.5)

Thus the total scenarios, which will cause one zone power loss, decreases from
nine for the original topology in Figure 4.3 to three for the new topology in Figure 4.5.
To decrease power loss, further design finalizes a new AC-DC zonal distribution
topology, in which PS1 and PS2 can be energized either concurrently or separately, as
illustrated in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6

4.3

Final Redesigned AC-DC Zonal Distribution System

Summary
This chapter discusses different architectures of IPS, introduces an IPS model

developed in the NCS DCDT project, and designs a new IPS with modified AC-DC zonal
distribution system to increase survivability of the IPS. This chapter also briefly discusses
selection of power converters. Next chapter will present implementation and simulation
of the IPS.
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CHAPTER V
MAS DESIGN AND SIMULATION FOR THE ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM

This chapter introduces different power system reconfiguration techniques,
discusses MAS applications in power systems, and describes the design of the MAS for
the electric propulsion system reconfiguration.

5.1

Reconfiguration Techniques and Multi-Agent System
Reconfiguration techniques can be classified into two categories, centralized and

decentralized methods. Centralized reconfiguration techniques include a central control
system that knows the entire system information. When faults happen, the central control
system will adjust the topology of the entire distribution system to restore power for the
unfaulted area, maximize the number of loads supplied, and minimize the switch
operations involved in the reconfiguration process. Centralized reconfiguration methods
include

mathematical

programming,

meta-heuristics,

and

knowledge-based

programming. Mathematical programming uses optimization techniques and software to
calculate the best solution and implement reconfiguration. Examples include linear
programming, sequential quadratic programming, Lagrangian and other methods. Metaheuristics include Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search
(TS), and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). An Expert System is an example of
knowledge-based programming [18]. However, these different methods, as illustrated in
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Figure 5.1, have their own drawbacks. Mathematical programming is time-consuming.
Meta-heuristics can save computing time but cannot guarantee an optimal solution. All of
these techniques are based on centralized structures. Due to the consideration of
survivability and robustness, these reconfiguration methods introduced above cannot be
widely utilized in shipboard power systems.

Figure 5.1

Different Reconfiguration Techniques

The integrated power system (IPS) for all-electric ships combines power
generation system, electric propulsion system, power distribution system with distributed
generators (DG), auxiliary power system for pulsed weapons, and power control and
management system all together. Reconfiguration of IPS is needed for two reasons, i.e.,
faults and task transitions. For the IPS of all-electric warships, the faults may happen due
to material casualty of individual equipment (generator, load, cable, and PEBB) or
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widespread damage due to battle with hostile warships. A warship with full speed escape
changing to loiter is an example of task transition.
“Intelligent software agents are defined as being a software program that can
perform specific tasks for a user and possesses a degree of intelligence that permits it to
perform parts of its tasks automatically and to interact with its environment in a useful
manner” [43]. A multi-agent system (MAS) can be defined as a loosely coupled network
of problem solvers that interact to solve problems that are beyond the individual
capabilities or knowledge of each problem solver. The characteristics of MAS are that (1)
each agent has incomplete information and local viewpoint for solving the whole system
problem; (2) there is no centralized global control system; (3) data are decentralized; and
(4) computation is asynchronous [10].
MAS offers two main approaches to developing innovative applications in power
systems, i.e., approach to building flexible and extensible hardware/software systems and
approach of modeling and simulation [27].
The first application area for MAS is monitoring and diagnostics. Intelligent
agents can be used to monitor the output from sensors and inform the engineers or
diagnostic algorithms when faults have been detected. MAS can be used to integrate
SCADA data, digital fault recorder data, and traveling-wave fault locator data in order to
enhance post-fault diagnosis of power system faults [27]. The second application of MAS
in power systems is distributed control and restoration. MAS can provide intelligent, fast,
and adaptable local control and decision making, which can not be implemented with
current central SCADA system and several distributed SCADA systems. The third
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application of MAS is modeling and simulation. Modern power system operation and
planning are more complicated. With its distributed and intelligent features, MAS can be
used to model and simulate complex power networks and energy markets. The fourth
application field of MAS is power system protection. Intelligent agents can sense faults
and issue control signals, taking the same role of modern protective relays.
Because of its decentralized feature and lack of a global control feature, MAS
appears to be a preferable candidate for shipboard power system (SPS) reconfiguration.

5.2

MAS Design for the Electric Propulsion System
A typical electric propulsion system consists of a common bus, a transformer, a

rectifier, an inverter, a motor drive, and a propeller. To increase naval demand for fight
through survivability, an auxiliary electric propulsion system (except of the propeller) has
been also installed in larger warships. It is assumed that at any time only one electric
propulsion system is working [44]. The whole propulsion system is illustrated in Figure
5.2. If a fault occurs in the primary propulsion system, the power protection system will
detect the fault and send a fault signal to the MAS-based reconfiguration system. The
reconfiguration system will cut off the primary propulsion system and connect the
auxiliary propulsion system into the common bus (power sources). This chapter will
discuss the design, implementation, and simulation of the MAS-based reconfiguration
system.
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Figure 5.2

Electric Propulsion System

When a fault happens in the power generation system, the total electric power
may not be enough to balance propulsion and service loads. The MAS will automatically
adjust propulsion load in this case, as discussed in next chapter.

5.2.1

Topology and Reconfiguration Algorithm
For every component in the electric propulsion system, such as transformer,

rectifier, and so on, an agent is assigned to associate with the component. For some key
components that will execute control function, such as Bus and Bus1, a circuit breaker is
also assigned to it. Thus the topology of the MAS is the same as that of electric
propulsion system and illustrated in Figure 5.3 [44].
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Figure 5.3

Topology of the MAS for Reconfiguration of the Electric Propulsion
System

Any agent can only communicate with its neighboring agents, such as upstream
neighboring agents and downstream neighboring agents. Thus no global control exists in
the MAS. Of course these agents can communicate with each other through broadcasting.
But broadcasting increases the communication burden of the MAS and decreases MAS
execution speed.
The reconfiguration algorithm is described as following [44]:
If a fault happens in the primary propulsion system, the protection system will send a
fault signal to the corresponding agent in the MAS-based reconfiguration system. The
corresponding agent will send the fault signal to its upstream neighboring agent, as well
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as open the circuit breaker associated with it. With the same procedure, the fault signal
will be finally relayed to the primary bus agent along the upstream direction. The primary
bus agent will open its circuit breaker to cut off the primary propulsion system from the
common bus (power sources), as well as send the fault signal to its neighboring auxiliary
bus agent. After receiving the fault signal, the auxiliary bus agent sends a “switch-on”
signal to its downstream neighboring agent, as well as closes its own circuit breaker.
With the same procedure, the “switch-on” signal is finally sent to the auxiliary motor
controller agent. After the circuit breaker associated with the auxiliary motor controller
agent closes, the auxiliary propulsion system connects into the common bus (power
sources) and begins to work. After reconfiguration, the previous auxiliary propulsion
system becomes new primary propulsion system, and vice versa. It should be mentioned
that the fault signal in the primary propulsion system flows according to the upstream
direction, while the “switch-on” signal in the auxiliary propulsion system flows according
to the downstream direction. When one propulsion system changes its role, for example,
from primary to auxiliary, the content of the signal and flowing direction also change.
For traditional protection and reconfiguration system with relay coordination, all
components in the propulsion system can be viewed as different loads. When a fault
happens, the corresponding relay can sense it and isolate the corresponding component.
For example, if a fault occurs in the inverter component, the protection and
reconfiguration system will isolate the inverter by opening corresponding circuit
breakers. The objective of the traditional protection and reconfiguration system is to find
faults as soon as possible and isolate the faulted area as minimally as possible. However,
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the function of the propulsion system is to provide power to the propeller and removal of
any components in the propulsion system will cut off the propulsion power train. The
protection and reconfiguration system has to switch on the auxiliary propulsion system
and cut off the primary propulsion system. Of course the decision of swapping roles of
these two propulsion systems can be made by a logic controller. But the logic controller
has to know the working status of all components in one propulsion system and is a
centralized controller, which will increase vulnerability for shipboard power systems.

5.2.2

Agents Design
From Figure 5.3, it can be seen that these agents in the propulsion MAS can be

divided into four different types: terminal agent, intermediate agent, bus agent, and
secondary propulsion common bus agent. A terminal agent can be defined as an agent
that has only one-direction neighboring agents—upstream agents. For instance, the motor
agent has only upstream agents—motor controller (MC) agent and motor controller1
(MC1) agent, and is a terminal agent. An intermediate agent can be defined as an agent
that has its neighboring agents in both upstream and downstream sides. For example, the
motor controller agent, transformer agent, rectifier agent, and inverter agent are
intermediate agents. The bus agents have their own downstream neighboring agent, but
share the same upstream agent. The secondary propulsion common bus agent is more
specific in that it has two downstream neighboring agents and one upstream neighboring
agent. Also the secondary propulsion common bus agent needs more complex control—
automatically selecting different downstream neighboring agent according to different
working condition. Assuming the secondary propulsion common bus agent originally
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connects the bus agent, for instance, the secondary propulsion common bus agent will
automatically switch to the bus1 agent when that bus has a problem. These different
agents and their communication are summarized in Figure 5.4. Here it should be
mentioned that the primary propulsion system and the auxiliary propulsion system are
mutually exclusive. Mutually exclusive means at one time only one propulsion can
normally work and another system has to be set up to open or fault, and vice versa.

Figure 5.4

Different Agents and their Communication and Control

Because this chapter focuses on reconfiguration of electric propulsion system and
the generator agent is not included in the MAS, design and implementation of
intermediate agent, terminal agent, propulsion bus agent, and secondary propulsion
common bus agent will be discussed in the following sections.
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5.2.2.1

Intermediate Agent Design
The intermediate agent is designed as an abstract agent class, and has three inputs,

i.e., the name of its upstream agent, the name of its downstream agent, and fault status
(fault signal) of itself. The intermediate agent has three working conditions: normal
(without fault and in primary propulsion system), fault, and open (without fault and in
auxiliary propulsion system). If it receives a fault signal from either the power protection
system or its downstream neighboring agent, the intermediate agent will send the fault
signal to its upstream neighboring agent, as well as change its working condition from
normal to fault. If the intermediate agent is in the auxiliary propulsion system, it will
change its working condition to “normal” and send “switch-on” signal to its downstream
neighboring agent when a fault happens in the primary propulsion system. Another task
the intermediate agent needs to do is to pass information on the load, such as load
magnitude and load priority level, to the upstream neighboring agent. Based on this
information the propulsion common bus can make decision on propulsion motor output
or distribution load shedding.
In the JADE software, the actual job an agent has to do is typically carried out
within “behaviors”. A behavior represents a task that an agent can carry out and all
behaviors in an agent can run asynchronously. JADE software includes three different
behaviors: one-shot behavior, cyclic behavior, and generic behavior. One-shot behaviors
execute only once. Cyclic behaviors execute forever and repeat its action() method. The
ticker behavior executes its onTick() method repetitively, waiting for a given period after
each execution. The ticker behavior is a kind of cyclic behavior but the period can be
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controlled. Generic behaviors embed a status and execute different operations depending
on that status.
For the intermediate agent, downstream communications (receiving signal) can be
implemented through periodically visiting the downstream neighboring agent and can be
achieved by using a cyclic behavior. Upstream communications (sending signal) can be
implemented through periodically sending a signal to the upstream neighboring agent and
can be achieved by using a ticker behavior. The ticker behavior also includes a one-shot
behavior. By using cyclic behavior and ticker behavior for downstream communication
and upstream communication, respectively, the pace of sending signals is slower than that
of receiving signal, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. This can guarantee that the message queue
used for signal storage will not be blocked by oversized message.

Figure 5.5

Comparison of Signal Sending Pace and Receiving pace

Figure 5.6 shows a flow chart of the intermediate agent class [44]. The
transformer agent, rectifier agent, and inverter agent are instances of the intermediate
agent class. It should be pointed out that in Figure 5.6 two communication behaviors, i.e.,
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communication with downstream agent and communication with upstream agent, are
executing concurrently and asynchronously due to the multi-thread feature of
JAVA/JADE software.

Figure 5.6

Flow Chart of Intermediate Agent Class [44]

According to the flow chart in Figure 5.6, the intermediate agent class is
implemented with JAVA/JADE code listed in Appendix.
Given the names of its upstream and downstream neighboring agents, how can an
intermediate agent find out its neighboring agent? This can be implemented by a “yellow
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pages” service provided by JADE package. In JADE software a main container holds two
special agents: the Agent Management System (AMS) and Directory Facilitator (DF)
[45]. The AMS agent provides a naming service, ensuring that each agent in the platform
has a unique name. The DF agent provides a “Yellow Pages” service, which allows
agents to publish one or more services they provided so that other agents can find and
exploit them. By means of the “Yellow Pages” service, an agent can dynamically find
other agents and increase scalability of the whole MAS.

5.2.2.2

Secondary Propulsion Common Bus Agent Design
The secondary propulsion common bus agent is designed as an abstract agent

class, and has six inputs, i.e., the name of its upstream agent, the name of its downstream
bus agent, the connection flag of its downstream bus agent, the name of its downstream
bus1 agent, the connection flag of its downstream bus1 agent, and working condition
(fault status) of itself.
The secondary propulsion common bus agent is designed to execute two
communication functions. The first communication function is to receive downstream
fault flag and load information such as load fault flag, load magnitude, and load priority
level from its downstream neighboring agent and send these messages to its upstream
neighboring agent. The second communication function is to receive the power injection
magnitude from its upstream neighboring agent and send this magnitude to its
downstream neighboring agent. Finally the power injection magnitude has been relayed
to the motor agent, and the motor agent will adjust propeller thrust according to the
power injection magnitude. In addition to the communication functions, the secondary
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propulsion common bus agent needs to execute a control function—automatically
switching to downstream neighboring bus, which is in normal working condition and
does not connect to the secondary propulsion common bus, from the current connecting
bus that is faulted. The autonomous switching strategy is described in the following flow
chart, as illustrated in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7

Automatic Switching Strategy of Secondary Propulsion Common Bus
Agent Class
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5.2.2.3

Terminal Agent and Bus Agent Design
The terminal agent is designed to have five inputs, i.e., the name of its upstream

agent1, the name of its upstream agent2, load working condition (fault flag), load
magnitude, and load priority level. The terminal agent needs to send load information
such as fault flag, magnitude, and priority level to its upstream agents, and the load
information will be finally relayed to the common bus agent in the power generation
MAS. Based on propulsion load information and distribution load information, the
common bus agent will make decision and issue control signal to the terminal agent. The
control signal will decide propeller working status—full speed moving, half speed
moving, or stop. Thus the terminal agent needs one side bi-direction communication—
sending to and receiving from its upstream agents. The flow chart of the terminal agent
class is illustrated in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8

Flow Chart of Propulsion Terminal Agent Class

The propulsion bus agent is designed as an abstract agent class, and has four
inputs, i.e., the name of its upstream agent, the name of its downstream agent, fault status
(fault signal) of itself, and connection flag. Bus agent and Bus1 agent are instances of the
propulsion bus agent class. If the bus agent connects to the secondary propulsion
common bus agent, the connection flag is equal to 1 and the bus agent will communicate
with its upstream neighboring agent—secondary propulsion common bus agent.
Otherwise, the connection flag is zero and the bus agent will not communicate with the
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secondary propulsion common bus agent. The propulsion bus agent is almost the same as
intermediate agent, except for having four inputs and conditional upstream
communication. Figure 5.9 shows flow chart of the propulsion bus agent.

Figure 5.9 Flow Chart of Propulsion Bus Agent Class

5.3

Simulation
In the real world, some physical systems are not available or difficult to

implement. Also experiments of physical systems may be expensive and even dangerous.
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This is the reason why modeling and simulation techniques are used to simulate real
physical systems. In addition, modeling and simulation can be used to demonstrate
behavior and performance of the real physical systems, and evaluate functions and
effectiveness of the real physical systems. Other advantages of modeling and simulation
include suppressing disturbances in noisy environments, and monitoring variables that
are not accessible in the real world [42]. For design and implementation of protection and
reconfiguration system of ship power systems, it is not practical to build the protection
and reconfiguration system prototypes first and then make further modification due to
time and cost consideration. Thus modeling and simulation are an effective approach for
the protection and reconfiguration system proactive design.
The JADE package is a middleware that facilitates the development of multiagent systems. The MAS for reconfiguration of a ship electric propulsion system is
implemented with JADE 3.4.1 and running in JAVA jdk1.5.0_08 platform. According to
the MAS topology in Figure 6.3, the MAS includes twelve agents. They are Motor agent,
MC agent, MC1 agent, Inverter agent, Inverter1 agent, Rectifier agent, Rectifier1 agent,
Transformer agent, Transformer1 agent, Bus agent, Bus1 agent, and Temp agent. These
agents are summarized in Table 5.1. All of these agents get start-up arguments specified
on the command line as their inputs, as illustrated in Figure 5.10.
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Table 5.1 Propulsion Agents Summary
Agent Name

Motor

Agent Class

PropLoadAgent

Inputs (in order)
Upstream agent name
Upstream agent1 name
PropLoadAgent working condition
Load magnitude
Load priority level

MC
MC1
Inverter
Inverter1
propintermediateAgent
Rectifier

Upstream agent name
Downstream agent name
propintermediateAgent working condition

Rectifier1
Transformer
Transformer1
Bus
propbusAgent
Bus1

Temp

tempBusAgent

Upstream agent name
Downstream agent name
propbusAgent working condition
propbusAgent connection flag
Upstream agent name
Upstream agent connection flag
Upstream agent1 name
Upstream agent1 connection flag
Downstream agent name
tempBusAgent working condition
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Figure 5.10

Agents Get Their Start-Up Inputs from the Command Line

In JADE software each running instance of the JADE runtime environment is
called a container, because it contains several different agents. A platform is defined as a
set of active containers in which the first container to start in the platform must be a main
container while all other containers are normal containers [45]. The main container
differs from other normal containers in that it holds two special agents—AMS and DF.
The AMS (Agent Management System) ensures that each agent in the platform has a
unique name and has the authority to create or kill other agents. The DF (Directory
Facilitator) provides a Yellow Pages service by which an agent can find other agents that
provide the services it requires. The following figure illustrates platforms, a main
container, normal containers, AMS, and DF [45].
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Figure 5.11

Platforms, Containers, AMS, and DF [45]

Figure5.12 shows a main container, named Main-Container@73v3q71, created
and initialized by launching JADE software. The main container includes twelve
propulsion agents. These propulsion agents and their initial working condition and
neighboring agents are illustrated in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.12

A Main Container Initialization
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Figure 5.13

Propulsion MAS Initialization
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Every agent in the MAS needs to register in the “yellow pages” of the DF agent,
in order to be found by other agents. Figure 5.14 shows the content of the “yellow
pages”. All of twelve agents are registered. The registration order is random, showing
that these agents are running concurrently and asynchronously.

Figure 5.14

Propulsion Agents Registration

Here a simple test case, Test Case 1, is designed in which only the initial working
condition of the inverter agent is set “fault”. The initial condition of the propulsion
system is illustrated in Figure 5.15. After reconfiguration and communication among
these agents, the bus agent is set to “switch-off” and the bus1 agent “switch on”. Also the
bus agent connection flag switches to zero from one and the bus1 agent connection flag
switches to one from zero, indicating that the primary propulsion system is cut off from
the common bus and the auxiliary propulsion system connects to the common bus. The
post-reconfiguration situation of the propulsion system is illustrated in Figure 5.16. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.15

Initial Condition of the Propulsion System In Test Case 1

Figure 5.16

Post-Reconfiguration Situation of the Propulsion System In Test Case 1
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Figure 5.17

5.4

Simulation Results of Test Case 1

Summary
This chapter designs and implements the propulsion MAS, which includes twelve

different agents instanced from four different abstract agent classes. To decrease size and
weight, the MAS may be designed that only the key control agents have circuit breakers
Next chapter will discuss distribution MAS.
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CHAPTER VI
MAS DESIGN AND SIMULATION FOR THE AC-DC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Different architectures of IPS for future all-electric ships are in consideration.
These architectures can be classified as two categories: IPS with AC distribution system
and IPS with AC-DC distribution system. To increase survivability with less than 100%
redundancy and meet the Navy’s demand, the IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system
is preferred and designed in the NCS DCDT. To decrease the possibility of zones losing
power, a modified AC-DC zonal distribution system was designed, as described in
Chapter IV.
This chapter presents topology and reconfiguration algorithms of MAS for the
AC-DC zonal distribution system, and discusses the design and simulation of the MAS.

6.1

Topology and Algorithms of the MAS

6.1.1

MAS Topology
For every component in the AC-DC zonal distribution system, an agent is

assigned to associate with the component. The distribution system topology is illustrated
in Figure 6.1, and the topology of the MAS should be the same as the distribution system
topology, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1

Topology of the AC-DC Zonal Distribution System

Figure 6.2 Topology of the MAS for the Distribution System
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Also a circuit breaker is assigned to associate with every key control agent, such as
converter bus agent and power supply agent, as discussed in the following sections.

6.1.2 Reconfiguration Algorithms
The reconfiguration algorithm for distribution MAS is more complicated than that
of the propulsion MAS. Different reconfiguration algorithms should be designed for
faults happening in different areas. Also to implement different reconfiguration functions,
such as islanding and load shedding, different algorithms are needed.
Algorithm 1—Fault happens in a distribution zone
If one fault happens within one zone of three distribution zones, for instance, the
SSIM in the zone 1 has a problem; the protection system will detect the fault and send a
fault signal to the SSIM agent. The SSIM agent will forward the fault signal to its
upstream neighboring agent—SSIM Bus agent, and the SSIM Bus agent can cut off the
zonal branch through associated circuit breaker.
Algorithm 2—Fault happens in any SSCMs
If a fault happens in one SSCM of six SSCMs, for instance, SSCM1, the
protection system will detect the fault and send a fault signal to the SSCM1 agent. The
SSCM1 agent will send the fault signal to its downstream neighboring agent--SSIM bus
agent. And the SSIM bus agent can automatically make a connection between the
SSCM4 and SSIM bus through the two ends switch.
Algorithm 3—Fault happens in any AGs
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If a fault happens in one auxiliary generator, for instance, the AG1, the protection
system will detect the fault and send a fault signal to the AG1 agent. The AG1 agent will
send the fault signal to its downstream neighboring agent--DCommon agent. The
DCommon agent will communicate with the PCommon agent to collect information on
total generation, load magnitudes and priority levels. If the generation is not enough to
the total load demands, the DCommon and PCommon agents will decide which load(s)
will be decreased or shed down according to load priority levels.

6.2

MAS Design for the AC-DC Zonal Distribution System
The objective of the MAS is to implement reconfiguration algorithms through

distributed agents. Each agent only fulfils its own objective. However, the whole
objective of the MAS is achieved through implementing every agent’s objectives.
The MAS for the AC-DC Zonal Distribution System reconfiguration consists of
twenty-three agents. These agents can be divided into three different groups, distribution
zone (branch) group, SSCM group, and interface and control group. The following
sections describe design of agents in different groups.

6.2.1 Design of Agents in Distribution Group
There are three distribution zone groups, corresponding to three distribution
zones. The distribution zone group1 includes SSIM Bus agent, SSIM agent, LB Bus
agent, and LB agent. The distribution zone group2 includes SSIM Bus agent, SSIM
agent, LB Bus agent, and LB agent. The distribution zone group3 includes BC Bus agent,
BC agent, CPL Bus agent, and CPL agent. Thus the distribution zone groups have a total
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of twelve agents. These agents can be classified into three categories, i.e., load agent,
intermediate agent, and converter bus agent. The first two agents are almost the same as a
terminal agent and intermediate agent in the propulsion MAS discussed in Chapter VI.
However, the converter bus agent in the distribution MAS differs from the bus agent in
the propulsion MAS. The following sections will discuss the design of the load agent,
intermediate agent, and converter bus agent in the distribution MAS.

6.2.1.1

Design of Load Agent and Intermediate Agent
The load agent is designed to have four inputs, i.e., the name of its upstream

neighboring agent, its working condition (fault flag), load magnitude, and load priority
level. The objective of the load agent is to send its load magnitude and load priority level
to its upstream neighboring agent. This information will be finally relayed to distribution
common bus agent and propulsion common bus agent, which will make a decision
whether or not to execute load shedding and islanding. Another objective of the load
agent is to send its working condition (fault flag) information to its upstream neighboring
agent, and this information will be finally received by the converter bus agent which
decides whether or not to cut off the distribution branch. Thus the load agent needs one
direction communication—sending signals to its upstream neighboring agent. The flow
chart of the load agent is illustrated in Figure 6.3. It is almost the same as that of terminal
agent in propulsion MAS, except for one direction communication.
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Figure 6.3

Flow Chart of the Load Agent in the Distribution MAS

The intermediate agent is designed to have three inputs, i.e., the name of its
upstream neighboring agent, the name of its downstream neighboring agent, and its
working condition (fault flag). One objective of the intermediate agent is to receive
downstream working condition, load magnitude, and load priority level from its
downstream neighboring agent. Second objective of the intermediate agent is to send
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fault flag, load magnitude, and load priority level to its upstream neighboring agent. The
fault flag is defined as a logic variable:
fault flag

current agent working condition if current working condition
®
¯downstream working condition otherwise

fault
(6.1)

Thus the intermediate agent needs two direction communications. The flow chart of the
intermediate agent is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4

Flow Chart of the Intermediate Agent in the Distribution MAS
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6.2.1.2

Design of Converter Bus Agent
The converter bus agent is designed to have six inputs. They are the name of

upstream neighboring agent1, connection flag of the upstream neighboring agent1, name
of upstream neighboring agent2, connection flag of the upstream neighboring agent2,
name downstream neighboring agent, and its working condition. Like other distribution
intermediate agents, the converter bus agent will receive signals such as downstream fault
flag, load magnitude, and load priority level from its downstream neighboring agent, and
send these signals to its upstream neighboring agent. If the downstream fault flag is
“fault”, the bus agent will cut off the downstream distribution branch. Thus the converter
bus agent executes its first control function, based on the downstream fault flag. Also, the
converter bus agent receives signals from its upstream neighboring agent, such as the
name and fault flag of the upstream neighboring agent. If the fault flag is “fault”, the
converter bus agent will automatically switch to another upstream neighboring agent,
executing its second control function. As a summary, the communication function and
control function of the converter bus agent are illustrated in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5

Communication and Control Function of the Converter Bus Agent in the
Distribution MAS
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To avoid message queue blockage by an oversized message, the function of
receiving signals is implemented with cyclic behavior, and the function of sending
signals with ticker behavior. Control functions can be implemented with one-shot
behavior. The flow chart of the converter bus agent is illustrated in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6

6.2.2

Flow Chart of the Converter Bus Agent in the Distribution MAS

Design of Agents in SSCM Group
The SSCM group includes six agents. They are SSCM1, SSCM2, SSCM3,

SSCM4, SSCM5, and SSCM6 agent. These agents are instances of three abstract agent
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classes, i.e., SSCM14, SSCM25, and SSCM36. SSCM1 agent and SSCM4 agent are two
instances of the SSCM14 agent class, and mutually exclusive. That means, at a time only
one instance of the SSCM4 agent class can connect to the converter bus agent and
another instance will be backup and disconnect from the converter bus agent. SSCM2
agent and SSCM5 agent are mutually exclusive too, and so are SSCM3 agent and
SSCM6 agent. This section will presents design of SSCM14 agent class. The SSCM25
and SSCM36 agent classes will not be discussed here, because they are almost the same
as SSCM14 agent class except of different signal performatives.
The SSCM14 agent class is designed to have four inputs, i.e., the name of its
upstream neighboring agent, the name of its downstream agent, its working condition
(fault flag), and downstream connection flag. The SSCM14 receives downstream fault
flag, load magnitude, and load priority level from its downstream neighboring agent, and
sends this information to its upstream neighboring agent. In addition, the SSCM14 also
receives the name of its downstream connecting agent, to which it will send back its own
name and fault flag. Based on the fault flag of SSCM14, the converter bus agent will
make control decisions for switching. So the SSCM14 receives signals only from its
downstream neighboring agent and sends signals to both its downstream and upstream
neighboring agents.
The communication ability is one of the most important features of JADE
software. JADE agents can exchange messages with each other in a format defined by the
FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) international standard for agent
interoperability. The message format includes a number of fields, such as sender,
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receivers, performative, content, language, ontology, and so on. “Performative” is the
communicative intention that the sender wants to achieve by sending the message. The
performative may be REQUEST, INFORM, QUERY_IF, CFP, PROPOSE, and so on. To
create consistency among all agents, whenever possible, communication that sends
signals in the downstream direction will use CFP performative, and communication that
sends signals in the upstream direction will use REQUEST performative. According to
this rule, the SSCM14 agent sends signals to its downstream neighboring agent – SSIM
bus agent in CFP performative, and to its upstream neighboring agent – Port Bus or
Starboard Bus agent in REQUEST performative.
To implement these communication functions, the SSCM14 agent class is
designed based on following flow chart:

Figure 6.7

Flow Chart of the SSCM14 Agent Class in the Distribution MAS
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In Figure 6.7, the red outlined block in the left side shows the sending functions.
The more details, such as signals that are sent out, destinations of these signals, and
message performatives, are shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8

Sending Functions in the SSCM14 Agent Class in the Distribution MAS

6.2.3 Design of Agents in Interface and Control Group
The interface and control group includes PortBus agent, StarboardBus agent, PS1
agent, PS2 agent, and DTransformer agent. PortBus and StarboardBus agents are two
instances of PSbus agent class, and DTransformer agent is the instance of distransformer
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agent class. This section will discuss design of the PSbus agent class, PS1 agent class,
PS2 agent class, and distransformer agent class.

6.2.3.1

Design of PSbus Agent Class
The PSbus agent class is designed to have five inputs, including the name of its

upstream neighboring agent, the name of its downstream neighboring agent1, the name of
its downstream neighboring agent2, the name of its downstream neighboring agent3, and
its fault flag. The PSbus agent class will receive signals from its three downstream
neighboring agents. These signals includes the name and fault flag of the downstream
neighboring agent, and fault flag, load magnitude, and load priority level of downstream
distribution branch. These signals are shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9

Signals Flow into PSbus Agent Class in the Distribution MAS
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The PSbus agent class will send signals, including its fault flag, three downstream
fault flags, and load magnitudes and priority levels for three distribution zones, to its
upstream neighboring agent – PS1/PS2 agent. The flow chart of the PSbus agent class is
almost the same as intermediate agent class in the propulsion MAS discussed in last
chapter, and illustrated in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10

Flow Chart of the PSbus Agent Class in the Distribution MAS
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6.2.3.2

Design of PS1 and PS2 Agent Class
The PS1 and PS2 agent classes are almost the same, except for different sending

message performatives. Thus only design of PS1 is discussed here.
The PS1 agent class is designed to have three inputs, i.e., the name of upstream
neighboring agent, the name of downstream neighboring agent, and its fault flag. The
PS1 agent class will receive thirteen signals from its downstream neighboring agent –
PortBus agent. These messages are listed in Table 6.1. Based on the message it received,
the PS1 agent class will send signals to its upstream neighboring agent according to the
algorithm illustrated in Figure 6.11. The flow chart of the PS1 is shown in Figure 6.12.

Table 6.1 Signals Sent to Upstream Neighboring Agent by PS1 Agent Class
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Signal
PortBus fault flag
SSCM1 fault flag
SSCM2 fault flag
SSCM3 fault flag
Distribution branch1 fault flag
Distribution branch2 fault flag
Distribution branch3 fault flag
Load1 magnitude
Load2 magnitude
Load3 magnitude
Load1 priority level
Load2 priority level
Load3 priority level
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Figure 6.11

Algorithm of Sending Signals for the PS1 Agent Class in the Distribution
MAS
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Figure 6.12

6.2.3.3

Flow Chart of the PS1 Agent Class in the Distribution MAS

Design of Distransformer Agent Class
The distransformer agent class is designed to have four inputs, i.e., the name of its

upstream neighboring agent, the name of its downstream neighboring agent1, the name of
its downstream neighboring agent2, and its fault flag. The distransformer agent class will
receive the fault flag of its downstream neighboring agent, magnitudes and priority levels
of the distribution branch loads that are sent to its downstream neighboring agent, from
each of its downstream neighboring agents. To receive a specific number of signals from
its downstream neighboring agent, the distransformer agent needs to know the number of
signals to be sent. The distribution branch loads can be sent to distransformer agent
through either PS1 or PS2. How can the distransformer agent recognize the number of
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loads from PS1 or PS2? This problem can be solved by sending a control signal, k, from
PS1 and PS2. The algorithm for receiving function is shown in Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.13

Algorithm of Receiving Signals for the Distransformer Agent Class in the
Distribution MAS

The distransformer agent will send signals, including its fault flag, the number of
loads, load magnitudes, and load priority levels to its upstream neighboring agent. The
flow chart of the distransformer agent class is almost the same as that of PS1 agent class,
except for algorithm for receiving signals.
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6.3

Simulation
The MAS for reconfiguration of the AC-DC zonal distribution system consists of

twenty-three agents, which are instances of ten different abstract agent classes. These
agents and agent classes are summarized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Distribution Agent Summary
Agent Name

Agent Class

LB
MD
CPL

LoadAgent

LBBus
SSIM
MDBus
MC0
CPLBus
BC

intermediateAgent

SSIMBus
MCBus
BCBus

converterBusAgent

SSCM1-6

SSCM14Agent
SSCM25Agent
SSCM36Agent

PortBus
StarboardBus

PSbusAgent

PS1
PS2

PS1Agent
PS2Agent

DTransformer

distransformerAgent

Inputs (in order)
Upstream agent name
LoadAgent working condition
Load magnitude
Load priority level
Upstream agent name
Downstream agent name
intermediateAgent working condition
Upstream agent1 name
Upstream agent1 connection flag
Upstream agent2 name
Upstream agent2 connection flag
Downstream agent name
converterBusAgent working condition
Upstream agent name
Downstream agent name
SSCM14/25/36Agent working condition
SSCM14/25/36agent connection flag
Upstream agent name
Downstream agent1 name
Downstream agent2 name
Downstream agent3 name
PSbusAgent working condition
Upstream agent name
Downstream agent name
PS1/2Agent working condition
Upstream agent name
Downstream agent1 name
Downstream agent2 name
distransformerAgent working condition
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6.3.1 Test Case 2
This test case is designed to test distribution zones. When a fault happens in a
distribution zone, a fault signal will be sent to a converterBus agent in that distribution
zone along upstream direction. The comparison of initial condition and postreconfiguration situation is illustrated in Figure 6.14. Initial conditions of three loads are
summarized in Table 6.3, and illustrated in Figure 6.15 when simulation running.

Figure 6.14

Comparison of Initial and Post-Reconfiguration Conditions
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Table 6.3 Loads Initial Condition
Load
Load Bank

Motor Drive

Constant Power Load

Figure 6.15

Initial Condition
Load = 2 MW
Load priority = 1
working condition = Fault
Load = 3 MW
Load priority = 3
working condition = Normal
Load = 4 MW
Load priority = 2
working condition = Fault

Loads Initial Condition in the Distribution MAS Simulation

From Figure 6.14 it can be shown that LB and CPL are in fault condition and MD is in
normal condition. After simulation running and agent communication, the BCBus agent
catches the fault flag that originally came from CPL, and so does the SSIMBus agent
from LB, as illustrated in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16

ConverterBus Agents Catch Fault Flags in Test Case 2

6.3.2 Test Case 3
The objective of this test case is to test switching function of the converterBus
agent. The initial conditions of three converterBus agents and their upstream neighboring
agents are listed in Table 6.4. The comparison of initial condition and postreconfiguration for the distribution system is illustrated in Figure 6.17. The postreconfiguration situation is also illustrated in Figure 6.18 as simulation running.
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Figure 6.17

Comparison of Initial and Post-Reconfiguration Conditions in Test Case 3

Table 6.4 ConverterBus Agent Initial Condition
ConverterBus
Agent

Upstream Neighboring Agent

Initial Connection

MCBus

SSCM1 – Fault
SSCM4 – Normal
SSCM2 – Normal
SSCM5 – Fault

Connected
Disconnected
Disconnected
Connected

BCBus

SSCM3 – Fault
SSCM6 – Normal

Connected
Disconnected

SSIMBus
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Figure 6.18

ConverterBus Agent Initial Condition in Test Case 3

Because the SSCM1 is in fault condition, the SSIMBus agent automatically
switches to SSCM4 after communicating with its upstream neighboring agents. Similarly,
the MCBus agent switches to SSCM2, and BCBus to SSCM6, as illustrated in Figure
6.19.
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Figure 6.19

ConverterBus Agents Automatically Switch in Test Case 3

6.3.3 Test Case 4
This test case is designed to test reconfiguration algorithm and control function of
whole distribution MAS. Initial conditions of three distribution loads are the same as in
test case 2 and listed in Table 6.3. Initial conditions of SSCM1-6 are the same as in test
case 3 and listed in Table 6.4. Thus test case 4 is built upon test case 2 and 3. As the test
case runs, the distransformer agent should receive load information, such as load fault
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flag, load magnitude, and load priority level, from the distribution agents through the
interface and control agents, as illustrated in Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.20

6.4

Distransformer Agent Gets Load Information

Summary
This chapter discusses design and implementation of distribution MAS, design

different test cases for different reconfiguration functions, and simulates the distribution
MAS. Next chapter will present design and implementation of generation MAS.
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CHAPTER VII
MAS DESIGN AND SIMULATION FOR THE ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
SYSTEM

The electric power generation system will provide power for the propulsion and
distribution loads. During battles, pulsed weapons can “borrow” the main part of power
that is used for propulsion system when warships are steaming at full speed. The electric
power generation system consists of two main generators, two auxiliary generators, and a
common bus. Design of the common bus agent is difficult, although the topology of the
electric power generation system is simple. Like chapters V and VI, this chapter will
discuss topology, reconfiguration algorithm, and agent design of the electric power
generation MAS.

7.1

Topology and Algorithms of the Electric Power Generation MAS
For every component in the electric generation system, such as main generator,

auxiliary generator, and common bus, an agent and a circuit breaker are assigned to
associate with the component. The electric power generation system and corresponding
MAS topology are illustrated in Figure 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.
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Figure 7.1

Electric Power Generation System

Figure 7.2

Topology of the Power Generation MAS

It should be mentioned that, the common bus in the power generation system is
divided into three different agents, i.e., propulsion common bus agent, distribution
common bus agent, and secondary propulsion bus. The reason is to increase survivability
through distributing control functionality into different agents and decrease design
complexity.
The

reconfiguration

algorithm

for

power

generation

MAS

is

more

straightforward. The main generator G1 and G2 are mutually exclusive. At a time only
one main generator is connected to the propulsion common bus. If a main generator has a
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problem, the corresponding agent will send a fault signal to the propulsion common bus
agent, and the propulsion common bus agent automatically switches to another main
generator. If an auxiliary generator has a problem, the corresponding agent will send a
fault signal to the distribution common bus agent, and cut off this auxiliary generator
from the distribution common bus. Another objective of the propulsion common bus
agent is to receive information on power supplies, propulsion load, and distribution loads.
Based on this information, the propulsion common bus will adjust motor output.
Similarly, the distribution common bus will adjust distribution loads through information
exchange with the propulsion common bus agent.

7.2

Design of Agents in the Power Generation MAS
The power generation MAS consists of six different agents. They are G1 agent,

G2 agent, AG1 agent, AG2 agent, PCommon agent, and DCommon agent. Meanings of
these agent names and their abstract agent classes are summarized in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Meanings of Power Generation Agents
Agent Name
G1
G2
AG1
AG2
PCommon
DCommon

Meaning
Generator 1
Generator 2
Auxiliary Generator 1
Auxiliary Generator 2
Propulsion Common Bus
Distribution Common Bus
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Abstract Agent Class
MaingenAgent
agen1Agent
agen2Agent
PCommonBusAgent
CommonBusAgent

AG1 and AG2 agents are very similar, except for different communication
message performatives. Following sections will discuss design of the main generator
agent, auxiliary generator agent, and common bus agent.

7.2.1 Design of Main Generator Agent
The main generator agent, named MaingenAgent, is designed to have four inputs,
i.e., the name of its downstream neighboring agent, its working condition (fault flag),
connection flag, and the power it can provide. To ensure that two main generators are
mutually exclusive, one important communication function of the main generator agent is
to receive a control signal from its downstream neighboring agent – propulsion common
bus agent. This control signal is connName, the name of the main generator that connects
to the propulsion common bus. A logic variable, connFlag, can be defined as
connFlag

1
®
¯0

if connName is the name of this main generator
if connName is the name of another main generator

(7.1)

If the connFlag is equal to one, the main generator connects to the propulsion common
bus agent and needs to send its fault flag and power magnitude to its downstream
neighboring agent – propulsion common bus agent. Thus the main generator agent needs
communication in downstream side. It should receive a message from and may send
messages to its downstream neighboring agent. The flow chart of the main generator
agent is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3

7.2.2

Flow Chart of the Main Generator Agent in the Generation MAS

Design of Auxiliary Generator Agent
Two auxiliary generator agents, agen1Agent and agen2Agent, are almost the

same, except of different communication message performatives. In this section only
agen1Agent is discussed. The auxiliary generator agent, named agen1Agent, is designed
to have three inputs, i.e., the name of its downstream neighboring agent, its working
condition (fault flag), and the power it can provide. The auxiliary generator bus only
sends its information, such as the name, fault flag, and power magnitude, to its
downstream neighboring agent – distribution common bus agent. Its flow chart is similar
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to that of a load agent in distribution MAS (section 6.2.1.1) and is not shown here. The
only difference between agen1Agent and agen2Agent is that, the agen1Agent sends
messages with INFORM performative and agen2Agent with PROPOSE performative.

7.2.3 Design of Common Bus Agent
The propulsion common bus agent, named PCommonBusAgent, is more
complicated, compared with other agents in the three MAS. It is designed to have seven
inputs, including the name of generator1, connection flag of generator1, the name of
generator2, connection flag of generator2, the name of distribution common bus agent,
the name of downstream neighboring agent, and its working condition. It should have
three-directional communication functions, sending messages to and receiving messages
from main generators, distribution common bus, and temp bus. Based on the main
generator’s information, the propulsion common bus agent can implement its automatic
switching function. When generator1 has a fault, for instance, a fault message will be sent
to the propulsion common bus agent. After receiving the fault flag of generator1, the
propulsion common bus agent automatically switches to the generator2. Based on the
information on power and load magnitudes and priority level, the propulsion common
bus agent will decide whether to change propulsion load level, or shed distribution loads.
Communication functions and automatic switch control are illustrated in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4

Communication Message Performatives in the Power Generation MAS

The flow chart of the propulsion common bus agent is shown in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5

Flow Chart of the Propulsion Common Bus Agent
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7.3

Simulation
The MAS for reconfiguration of the electric power generation system consists of

six agents, which are instances of five different abstract agent classes. These agents and
agent classes are summarized in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Summary of Power Generation Agents
Agent Name

Agent Class

G1
G2

maingenAgent

AG1

agen1Agent

AG2

Downstream agent name
agen2Agent working condition
Auxiliary generator power level

agen2Agent

PCommon

DCommon

Inputs (in order)
Downstream agent name
maingenAgent working condition
Downstream connection flag
Generator power level
Downstream agent name
agen1Agent working condition
Auxiliary generator power level

PCommonBusAgent

CommonBusAgent

Generator1 name
Generator1 connection flag
Generator2 name
Generator2 connection flag
Distribution common bus name
Downstream agent name
PCommon working condition
Downstream name
Propulsion common bus name
Distribution common bus working condition

7.3.1 Test Case 5
This

test

case

is

designed

to

test

switching

functionality

of

the

PCommonBusAgent. The initial conditions of two main generator agents, G1 and G2,
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and their connection flags are listed in Table 7.3, and illustrated in Figure 7.6 as the
simulation runs. We can see that, G1 is initially connected to the propulsion common bus
and in fault condition. G2 is in normal condition and does not connect to the common
bus.

Table 7.3 Initial Conditions of Main Generators G1 and G2
Main generator
agent

Upstream Neighboring Agent

G1

PCommon

G2

PCommon

Figure 7.6

Initial Connection
Connected
Fault
Disconnected
Normal

Main Generators Initial Condition in the Generation MAS Simulation

The initial condition and post-reconfiguration situation are illustrated in Figure
7.7. After simulation running and agent communication, the propulsion common bus
agent automatically switches to the main generator G2, as illustrated in Figure 7.7 and
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7.8.

Figure 7.7

Initial Condition and Post-Reconfiguration Situation in Test Case 5

Figure 7.8

Propulsion Common Bus Agent Automatically Switch in Test Case 5
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7.3.2 Test Case 6
This test case is designed to test distribution common bus – DCommon. First, the
DCommon agent communicates with distribution transformer agent, to receive
information on distribution loads. Second, the DCommon agent receives power
magnitudes from the auxiliary generator agents. Finally, the DCommon agent exchanges
information with the propulsion common bus agent, to gather information on power of
the main generator and magnitude and priority level of the propulsion load. The
information on distribution load, propulsion load, main generator power, and auxiliary
generator powers are listed in Table 7.4. Here the smaller is the priority level value, the
higher the load priority. Simulation results of the test case are illustrated in Figure 7.9,
which shows the functionality of the distribution common bus agent.

Table 7.4 Load and Generator Information
Category
Distribution Load
Auxiliary Generator
Main Generator
Propulsion Load

Magnitude of Load/Power
LB=2MW
MD=3WM
CPL=4WM
AG1=2MW
AG2=8MW
G1=36MW
G2=36MW
Motor=36MW
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Load Priority Level
1
3
2

4

Figure 7.9

7.4

DCommon agent receiving information in Test Case 6

Summary
This chapter presents the topology and reconfiguration algorithms of the

generation MAS, discusses design and implementation of different agent classes,
including the main generator and auxiliary generator agents and common bus agent,
designs a test case to verify reconfiguration functionality, and simulates the generation
MAS in the JAVA/JADE platform. Next chapter will discuss the entire MAS for
reconfiguration of the IPS.
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CHAPTER VIII
SIMULATION OF MAS-BASED RECONFIGURATION FOR AN IPS

In chapters V, VI, and VII, three MASs have been designed and simulated
separately for reconfiguration of an electric propulsion system, an AC-DC zonal
distribution system, and an electric power generation system. As an IPS integrates
electric propulsion system, AC-DC zonal distribution system, and electric power
generation system together, this chapter combines these three MASs, and simulates
MAS-based reconfiguration of the whole IPS. The first section introduces the topology of
the whole IPS and presents a summary of all agents and abstract agent classes. The
second section describes a test case in which MAS-based reconfiguration for an IPS is
simulated, and illustrates simulation results.

8.1

Topology of the Entire MAS
As it has been mentioned in previous chapters, to increase survivability with less

than 100% redundancy and meet the Navy’s demand, the IPS with AC-DC zonal
distribution system is preferred and was designed in the NCS DCDT. To decrease the
possibility of power-loss zones, a new IPS architecture with modified zonal distribution
topology has been designed in Chapter IV, as illustrated in Figure 8.1. For every
component in the IPS, such as generator, transformer, common bus, and load, an agent
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is assigned to associate with the component. A circuit breaker is assigned to every key
control agent, such as converter bus agent, distribution transformer agent, and common
bus agent. Thus the whole MAS and the IPS have the same topology. Figure 8.2 shows
the topology of the whole MAS.

Figure 8.1

Topology of an IPS
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Figure 8.2

Topology of the whole MAS

It can be seen that the combined MAS consists of three sub-MASs, named
propulsion MAS, generation MAS, and distribution MAS, including forty-one different
agents. These agents are instances of nineteen different abstract agent classes. Table 8.1
summarizes these sub-MASs, agents, and agent classes.
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Table 8.1 Summary of Sub-MAS, Agent, and Agent Class
Sub-MAS

Distribution MAS

Generation MAS

Propulsion MAS

Agent
LB
MD
CPL
LBBus
SSIM
MDBus
MC0
CPLBus
BC
SSIMBus
MCBus
BCBus
SSCM1
SSCM4
SSCM2
SSCM5
SSCM3
SSCM6
PortBus
StarboardBus
PS1
PS2
DTransformer
G1
G2
AG1
AG2
PCommon
DCommon
MC
MC1
Inverter
Inverter1
Rectifier
Rectifier1
Transformer
Transformer1

Abstract Agent Class
LoadAgent

intermediateAgent

converterBusAgent
SSCM14Agent
SSCM25Agent
SSCM36Agent
PSbusAgent
PS1Agent
PS2Agent
distransformerAgent
MaingenAgent
agen1Agent
agen2Agent
PCommonBusAgent
CommonBusAgent

propintermediateAgent

Bus
Bus1
SPC
Motor

propbusAgent
tempBusAgent
PropLoadAgent
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8.2

Simulation of MAS-Based Reconfiguration of an IPS

8.2.1 Introduction to the Simulation Platform
All abstract agent classes have been programmed with JAVA/JADE software.
The simulation environment had been established on a Dell PC in Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department at Mississippi State University in 2006. The
simulation environment was based on JAVA jdk1.5.0_08 and JADE 3.4.1 platform.
Selecting JADE as the agent programming language was based on consideration that the
JADE package is designed to facilitate the development of multi-agent systems.
Another issue related to agent coding, debugging, and running is setting up
environment variables. To ensure that whenever JAVA and JADE programs are compiled
or executed, the correct libraries are used, the environment variables, PATH and
CLASSPATH, have to be set up. These set up commands depend on operating systems,
and the directories in which jdk and JADE are installed.

8.2.2 Design and Simulation of Test Case 7
This test case was designed to test functions of the whole MAS, which includes
three sub-MASs with forty-one different agents. Initial conditions of all agents are the
same as those in Test Case 1-6, and are listed in Table 8.2 and illustrated in Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.4 shows the post-reconfiguration situation of the entire MAS.
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Table 8.2 Summary of Agent Initial Condition
Sub-MAS

Distribution
MAS

Generation
MAS

Propulsion MAS

Agent
LB
MD
CPL
LBBus
SSIM
MDBus
MC0
CPLBus
BC
SSIMBus
MCBus
BCBus
SSCM1
SSCM4
SSCM2
SSCM5
SSCM3
SSCM6
PortBus
StarboardBus
PS1
PS2
DTransformer
G1
G2
AG1
AG2
PCommon
DCommon

Initial Condition
Load 2MW, priority 1, Fault
Load 3MW, priority 3 Normal
Load 4MW, priority 2, Fault

Normal

Normal
Fault, connected
Normal, disconnected
Normal, disconnected
Fault, connected
Fault, connected
Normal, disconnected
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Power 36MW, fault, connected
Power 36MW, normal, disconnected
Power 2MW, normal, connected
Power 8MW, normal, connected
Normal
Normal

MC
MC1
Inverter
Inverter1
Rectifier
Rectifier1
Transformer
Transformer1

Normal

Bus
Bus1
SPC
Motor

Normal, connected
Normal, disconnected
Normal
Load 36MW, priority 4, normal
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Figure 8.3

Initial Condition of the Entire MAS

Figure 8.4

Post-Reconfiguration of the Entire MAS
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In simulation, the forty-one agents receive their start-up arguments specified on
the command line as their inputs, as illustrated in dark area of Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5

Agents in the MAS Get Their Inputs from Command Line

Figure 8.6 is a snapshot of agent registration in the Yellow Pages provided by the DF
agent in the main container. It can be seen that total forty-one agents in the MAS are
registered in the Yellow Pages, and one agent can find all other active agents at any time.
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Figure 8.6

Agent Registration in the Yellow Pages
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It is assumed that, initially the SSIM Bus, MC Bus, and BC Bus connect to
SSCM1, SSCM5, and SSCM3, respectively, and SSCM1, SSCM5, and SSCM3 all are in
fault condition. After reconfiguration, the SSIM Bus should switch to SSCM4, and MC
Bus to SSCM2, BC Bus to SSCM6. Simulation result, as illustrated in dark area of Figure
8.7 snapshot.

Figure 8.7

ConverterBusAgent Automatic Switching

Initially the main generator, G1, connects to the propulsion common bus and is in
fault condition. After reconfiguration, the propulsion common bus, PCommon, should
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switch to the main generator G2. Figure 8.8 snapshot shows the switching results, as
illustrated in dark area.

Figure 8.8

Propulsion Common Bus Automatic Switching

Figure 8.9 shows distribution common bus receiving information on tree
distribution loads, such as load magnitudes and priority levels.
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Figure 8.9

Distribution common bus receiving load information

Overall, simulation results, as illustrated in Figure 8.5-8.9, demonstrate the
effectiveness of the whole MAS functionality.

8.3

Summary
This chapter describes the topology of the whole MAS, introduces the simulation

platform, designs a test case and simulates the entire MAS. The next chapter will
summarize conclusions and contributions of this dissertation, and future research topics.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

9.1

Conclusions
To meet the Navy’s increasing demand for more propulsion power and service

power, the whole power system onboard is moving toward the integrated power system
(IPS) for future all-electric warships. This research focused on analyzing and designing
an IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution system based on the Naval Combat Survivability
(NCS) DC Distribution Testbed (DCDT).
Multi-agent systems (MAS) are now being developed and applied in many fields
of power systems, including power system monitoring and diagnostics, power system
protection and reconfiguration, power market simulation, power network control and
automation [27]. To increase fighting through and survivability of all-electric ships, the
reconfiguration for IPS favors a decentralized system over a centralized system, and the
MAS technique is an important candidate for reconfiguration of IPS. This research
designed and developed a complicated MAS, which consists of three sub-MAS such as
propulsion MAS, generation MAS, and distribution MAS, for reconfiguration of an IPS.
The whole MAS can implement reconfiguration functions, including fault area isolation,
automatic switching, and load shedding. In this research the MAS had been simulated in
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JAVA/JADE platform. Simulation results of test cases demonstrated reconfiguration
functionality of the MAS.
The first main contribution of this dissertation is the design of an IPS model,
which can be a platform for ship board power system researchers and designers to
perform fault protection and reconfiguration, IPS voltage stability and control, and power
system management. The second main contribution of this dissertation is the
implementation of MAS for reconfiguration of an IPS with AC-DC zonal distribution
system. The MAS can execute several reconfiguration functions, such as fault area
isolation, automatic switching, and load shedding, specifically for the IPS which
combines electric power generation system, electric propulsion system, and AC-DC zonal
distribution system.

9.2

Future Work
In this research MAS-based reconfiguration for an IPS is based on the assumption

that a traditional power protection system exists and can detect the fault when a fault
happens. A traditional power protection system is a centralized control system that has a
picture of whole power system and utilizes protective relay coordination to implement
fault detection and isolation. If intelligent and distributed agents can be used in IPS to
detect faults, replacing protective relays, the protective system will be more reliable and
increase the survivability of warships. Thus MAS-based protection system for an IPS will
be a good and worthwhile topic in the future.
In this research the MAS includes over forty agents. When the MAS is scaled to a
bigger size, agent communication in the PC that runs MAS simulation will be a
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bottleneck. And it is necessary and possible to scatter these agents on different PCs.
These PCs may be distributed in different locations. Thus design and implementation of
distributed MAS for reconfiguration of an IPS will become another research direction.
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APPENDIX
JAVA/JADE CODE FOR INTERMEDIATE AGENT CLASS
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,QWHUPHGLDWH$JHQW&ODVV
LPSRUWMDGHFRUH$JHQW
LPSRUWMDGHFRUH$,'
LPSRUWMDGHFRUHEHKDYLRXUV 
LPSRUWMDGHODQJDFO$&/0HVVDJH
LPSRUWMDGHODQJDFO0HVVDJH7HPSODWH
LPSRUWMDGHGRPDLQ')6HUYLFH
LPSRUWMDGHGRPDLQ),3$([FHSWLRQ
LPSRUWMDGHGRPDLQ),3$$JHQW0DQDJHPHQW')$JHQW'HVFULSWLRQ
LPSRUWMDGHGRPDLQ),3$$JHQW0DQDJHPHQW6HUYLFH'HVFULSWLRQ

SXEOLFFODVVSURSLQWHUPHGLDWH$JHQWH[WHQGV$JHQW
^
SULYDWH$,'>@GLVWULEXWLRQ$JHQWV
SULYDWH6WULQJXSVWUHDPGRZQVWUHDPIDXOW)ODJORDG)ODJGRZQVWUHDPIDXOW)ODJVZLWFK6WDWXV 
2Q
SULYDWHLQWORDGSULRULW\BOHYHOSRZHU

SURWHFWHGYRLGVHWXS 
^

3ULQWRXWDZHOFRPHPHVVDJH

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ +HOOR,QWHUPHGLDWHDJHQWJHW$,' JHW1DPH LVUHDG\ 



2EMHFW>@DUJV JHW$UJXPHQWV 



LI DUJV QXOO DUJVOHQJWK! 

^XSVWUHDP  6WULQJ DUJV>@


GRZQVWUHDP  6WULQJ DUJV>@


IDXOW)ODJ  6WULQJ DUJV>@ 


`


HOVH

^
6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ ,QSXWHUURUZHQHHGWKUHHVWULQJLQSXWV 


GR'HOHWH 

`



6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ 7KHXSVWUHDPQHLJKERURIJHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH LV
XSVWUHDP 

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ 7KHGRZQVWUHDPQHLJKERURIJHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH LV
GRZQVWUHDP 

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ ,QLWLDORSHUDWLQJFRQGLWLRQRIWKHJHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH LV
IDXOW)ODJ 

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ ,QLWLDOVZLWFKVWDWXVLVVZLWFK6WDWXV 

5HJLVWHUWKHLQWHUPHGLDWHDJHQWVHUYLFHLQWKH\HOORZSDJH

')$JHQW'HVFULSWLRQGIG QHZ')$JHQW'HVFULSWLRQ 

GIGVHW1DPH JHW$,' 
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6HUYLFH'HVFULSWLRQVG QHZ6HUYLFH'HVFULSWLRQ 

VGVHW7\SH GLVWULEXWLRQDJHQW 

VGVHW1DPH -$'(GLVWULEXWLRQDJHQW 

GIGDGG6HUYLFHV VG 



WU\


^


')6HUYLFHUHJLVWHU WKLVGIG 


`

FDWFK ),3$([FHSWLRQIH 


^


IHSULQW6WDFN7UDFH 


`


$GGWKHEHKDYLRXUUHFHLYLQJVLJQDOV

DGG%HKDYLRXU QHZUHFHLYLQJ6LJQDO




$GGDJHQHWLFEHKDYLRXU

DGG%HKDYLRXU QHZ7LFNHU%HKDYLRXU WKLV 

^

SURWHFWHGYRLGRQ7LFN 

^

8SGDWHWKHOLVWRIGLVWULEXWLRQDJHQWV
')$JHQW'HVFULSWLRQWHPSODWH QHZ')$JHQW'HVFULSWLRQ 
6HUYLFH'HVFULSWLRQVG QHZ6HUYLFH'HVFULSWLRQ 
VGVHW7\SH GLVWULEXWLRQDJHQW 
WHPSODWHDGG6HUYLFHV VG 
WU\
^
')$JHQW'HVFULSWLRQ>@UHVXOW ')6HUYLFHVHDUFK P\$JHQWWHPSODWH 
GLVWULEXWLRQ$JHQWV QHZ$,'>UHVXOWOHQJWK@
IRU LQWL LUHVXOWOHQJWKL  
^
GLVWULEXWLRQ$JHQWV>L@ UHVXOW>L@JHW1DPH 
`

`
FDWFK ),3$([FHSWLRQIH 
^
IHSULQW6WDFN7UDFH 
`

&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ JHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH FXUUHQWZRUNLQJFRQGLWLRQIDXOW)ODJ


P\$JHQWDGG%HKDYLRXU QHZVHQGLQJ6LJQDO


`
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`  

`

 ,QQHUFODVVVHQGLQJ6LJQDO
7KLVLVWKHEHKDYLRXUXVHGE\LQWHUPHGLDWHDJHQWWRVHQGVLJQDOVWRLWVXSVWUHDPSURSXOVLRQ
DJHQW 

SULYDWHFODVVVHQGLQJ6LJQDOH[WHQGV%HKDYLRXU
^
SXEOLFYRLGDFWLRQ 
^
$&/0HVVDJHPVJ QHZ$&/0HVVDJH $&/0HVVDJH5(48(67 
IRU LQWL LGLVWULEXWLRQ$JHQWVOHQJWKL 
^
LI GLVWULEXWLRQ$JHQWV>L@JHW/RFDO1DPH HTXDOV,JQRUH&DVH XSVWUHDP 


^PVJDGG5HFHLYHU GLVWULEXWLRQ$JHQWV>L@ 


PVJVHW/DQJXDJH (QJOLVK 


PVJVHW2QWRORJ\ 3RZHUV\VWHPFRQGLWLRQ 



LI IDXOW)ODJHTXDOV,JQRUH&DVH IDXOW 


PVJVHW&RQWHQW IDXOW)ODJ 


HOVHPVJVHW&RQWHQW GRZQVWUHDPIDXOW)ODJ 


P\$JHQWVHQG PVJ 



PVJVHW&RQWHQW ORDG)ODJ 


P\$JHQWVHQG PVJ 


PVJVHW&RQWHQW 6WULQJYDOXH2I ORDG 


P\$JHQWVHQG PVJ 


PVJVHW&RQWHQW 6WULQJYDOXH2I SULRULW\BOHYHO 


P\$JHQWVHQG PVJ 


`

`
`
SXEOLFERROHDQGRQH 
^
UHWXUQ WUXH 
`
`


SURWHFWHGYRLGWDNH'RZQ 
^
6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ /RDGDJHQWJHW$,' JHW1DPH WHUPLQDWLQJ 
`


SULYDWHFODVVUHFHLYLQJ6LJQDOH[WHQGV&\FOLF%HKDYLRXU
^
SXEOLFYRLGDFWLRQ 
^

0HVVDJH7HPSODWHPW 0HVVDJH7HPSODWH0DWFK3HUIRUPDWLYH $&/0HVVDJH5(48(67 
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$&/0HVVDJHPVJ P\$JHQWUHFHLYH PW 


LI PVJ QXOO 

^

5(48(670HVVDJHUHFHLYHG3URFHVVLW

GRZQVWUHDPIDXOW)ODJ PVJJHW&RQWHQW 

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ JHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH FXUUHQWZRUNLQJFRQGLWLRQ
IDXOW)ODJ 

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ JHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH VZLWFKVWDWXVVZLWFK6WDWXV 

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ 'RZQVWUHDPZRUNLQJFRQGLWLRQRIJHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH 
GRZQVWUHDPIDXOW)ODJ 

`

 PVJ P\$JHQWUHFHLYH PW 
 LI PVJ QXOO 

^

ORDG)ODJ PVJJHW&RQWHQW 

6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ 'RZQVWUHDPORDGRIJHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH 
ORDG)ODJ 

`


PVJ P\$JHQWUHFHLYH PW 

LI PVJ QXOO 

^

ORDG ,QWHJHUSDUVH,QW 6WULQJ PVJJHW&RQWHQW


6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ 'RZQVWUHDPORDGRIJHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH  ORDG
0: 

`



PVJ P\$JHQWUHFHLYH PW 

LI PVJ QXOO 

^

SULRULW\BOHYHO ,QWHJHUSDUVH,QW 6WULQJ PVJJHW&RQWHQW


6\VWHPRXWSULQWOQ 'RZQVWUHDPSULRULW\OHYHORIJHW$,' JHW/RFDO1DPH  
SULRULW\BOHYHO 

`



LI SULRULW\BOHYHO  

^LI GRZQVWUHDPIDXOW)ODJHTXDOV,JQRUH&DVH IDXOW __
ORDG)ODJHTXDOV,JQRUH&DVH IDXOW 

VZLWFK6WDWXV 2II

`
`
`

`

//--------------------- Intermediate Agent Class End------------------------------
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